
Workshops and SeminarsFREE

Saturday, January 20
Presenter Topic Time

Geyser Systems Boondock 10x longer - .5 gallon showers 9:30am

Tired of running out of water? Want to stop paying for expensive RV hook ups? Meet the inventor, Jonathan B, of the award-winning Geyser System and Geyser 
EcoShower. Learn how less than 1 gallon of water will clean the dirtiest of us! Installs into any RV in less than 5 minutes.

Adventure Caravans RVing in Alaska 10am 

Practical information: planning, vehicle preparation, routes and road conditions, highlights. Experience your adventure of a 
lifetime to the Great Land. Your chance to win a $500 certificate!

Express Employment Pro. The Unbeetable Experience 11am

Workamping jobs for the sugar beet harvest in Red River Valley

Newpowa America, Inc. RV Solar 101 Noon

General information about RV solar set-ups

Lion Energy RV lithium battery storage 1pm

Discussing the benefits of lithium batteries and what is needed to add these into your RV or motor coach

Fantasy RV tours Alaska guided RV tours 2pm 

RVing to Alaska on your own is no easy feat! Learn the benefits of traveling on an expertly guided tour – from peace of mind knowing you’re traveling with professionals, 
to worry-free campground reservations, to experiencing the best excursions – all without having to plan a thing! Highlights include boat and train excursions, fishing, 
glaciers, historical sites, wildlife and loads of fun with other RVers.

Solar Energy Systems, LLC Solar and lithium batteries 3pm

Solar and lithium batteries: how it works

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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$500 gas card from Open Roads! 

Safari ME Portable Power Station from Lion Energy!

Scan the QR code and enter to



Sunday, January 21
Presenter Topic Time

Harvest Hosts Unique overnights with Harvest Hosts 9am

What is Harvest Hosts and why is it the perfect tool for every RVer? The Harvest Hosts team will be available to answer all of your 
questions and hear your best stories!

Fantasy RV Tours RVing in Alaska 10am 

Learn the benefits of traveling on an expertly guided tour – from peace of mind knowing you’re traveling with professionals, to worry-free campground reservations, to 
experiencing the best excursions – all without having to plan a thing! Highlights include boat and train excursions, fishing, glaciers, historical sites, wildlife and loads of 
fun with other RVers.

Express Employment Pro. Michigan beet harvest 11am 

Learn everything you need to know about the annual sugar beet harvest in Michigan!

Redlands Truck & RV Suspension and handling Noon 
Upgrade instead of trading in

RV Life RV trip planning 1pm
Efficient RV trip planning using planning tools and an RV-safe navigation app.

Hughes Autoformers RV power protection - surges, spikes & more 2pm 

Brief introduction to Hughes Autoformers as a company and an explanation and demonstration of our award winning, patented 
power protection products for RVs. 

RVSuperbag.com RV sleep solutions for the vast array of RV beds 3pm

America's foremost Recreation Vehicle bedding expert serving the RV  and Yachting industries for over 27 years, shares his 
extensive knowledge of the various solutions of making the beds, from do-it -yourself solutions to ready made options. 

Eco-Dynamic Tech Innovation in the RV lifestyle 4pm

An introduction to the world’s advanced motorized solar awning system and dealership plan sharing.

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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Safari ME Portable Power Station from Lion Energy!
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Workshops and SeminarsFREE

Monday, January 22
Presenter Topic Time

Solar Energy Systems, LLC Solar inverters 10am 

Solar inverters - what are they and what can you do with one?

Battle Born Batteries Advantages of lithium power systems 11am

Have you considered making the switch to lithium? Battle Born Batteries offers a full line of industry-leading lithium-ion deep-cycle 
batteries. Reliable, safe and long-lasting drop-in replacement for traditional RV batteries. Learn about Battle Born’s line of LiFeP04 
batteries and components at BattleBornBatteries.com

Truck System Technologies A day in the life of tire pressure monitors Noon

Presentation will cover how tires are effected while traveling due to heat, road conditions, weight, and other factors and the 
benefits of utilizing a tire pressure monitoring system to combat those effects.

Family Motor Coach Assoc. FMCA - membership and benefits 1pm
Learn about the FMCA’s membership benefits and discounts

Leisure Coachworks RV preventative maintenance & restorations 2pm 

Make your RV look and perform like new without the new monthly payments ! We will discuss options Leisure Coachworks can 
provide to bring your unit back to life. From flooring, TVs upgrades and solar, to body work and slide out repairs, Leisure 
Coachworks has you covered.

OTR Distribution RV fire safety 3pm

10 RV Fire Safety Tips to keep both expert and novice RVers safe throughout their travels.  Proteng Fire Suppression Systems 
sponsors this in-depth, intuitive look at ways to keep you, your loved ones and your treasured possessions safe.

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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Safari ME Portable Power Station from Lion Energy!
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Workshops and SeminarsFREE

Tuesday, January 23
Presenter Topic Time

Adventure Caravans Understanding guided RV tours 10am 

Learn why so many fellow RVers choose organized caravans. They are designed to enhance your travel vacation experiences with 
pre planned routes, established reservations and pre-organized activities. Experienced leaders will share tips to successful 
caravanning - finding the right fit, expectations, preparation, standard features and having priceless fun with new friends. A $500 
trip certificate will be awarded too!

Lion Energy RV lithium battery storage 11am

Discussing the benefits of lithium batteries and what is needed to add these into your RV or motor coach

Redlands Truck & RV Suspension and handling Noon

Upgrade instead of trading in

Spartan RV Chassis Tire safety 1pm

Proper inflation, care of your RV tires and importance of weighing your RV.

Magne Shade by Hunckler Fab. Benefits of Magne Shade’s patented system 2pm 

Roger and Anthony will discuss the benefits of Magne Shade's patented shade system as well as the importance of protecting the 
sidewall of your tires.  They will also talk about the various products that Magne Shade offers including our new Magne Screen (a 
magnetic awning drop system for motorized patio awnings). 

OTR Distribution TPMS - RV tire pressure monitoring systems 3pm

You Just Need it! Michael provides insight and entertaining information to show the benefits and overall necessity of a TPMS 
system for all RVer's.  Focused on Safety this seminar will discuss what TPMS is, finding the right TPMS and why it's important to 
have a TPMS system on your RV.

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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Wednesday, January 24
Presenter Topic Time

RV Life RV trip planning 10am 

Efficient RV Trip Planning using planning tools and an RV-safe navigation app.

Hughes Autoformers RV power protection - surges, spikes & more 11am

Brief introduction to Hughes Autoformers as a company and an explanation and demonstration of our award winning, patented 
power protection products for RVs. 

Blue Ox Towing doesn’t have to be a drag Noon

All information on flat towing, weight distribution 5th wheels & brake

MORryde International Towable RV suspension upgrades 1pm

Learn the ins and outs of your Fifth Wheel or Travel Trailer's suspension system and how to improve both its performance and 
durability.

Almost Heaven Microfiber Detailing your RV in one hour 2pm

If cleaning your RV is a task you hate, and the bugs and grime are driving you crazy, don’t miss this seminar! Christopher Lawrence 
offers techniques and tips from cleaning professionals. Get that showroom shine with little effort. Learn how to easily wash and 
wax your RV while staying in an RV resort. He offers tricks on tackling mold, bird droppings, tree sap, and those nasty bugs. 

Continuous Resources, LLC Solar and off-grid living 3pm

Best practices for off-grid living with solar

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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Thursday, January 25
Presenter Topic Time

The Journey Church Online Faith on wheels: Navigating ministry as a 
Christian RVer

10am

As a Christian on the road, you may wonder how to make your journey more meaningful. Join this workshop to explore The 
Journey Church Online, a ministry designed for RV travelers like you. Learn how to plug in for support, resources, and a supportive 
community while discovering ways to serve others and share your faith during your travels.

Harvest Hosts Unique overnights with Harvest Hosts Noon

What is Harvest Hosts and why is it the perfect tool for every RVer? The Harvest Hosts team will be available to answer all of your 
questions and hear your best stories!

Adventure Solar DIY RV solar kits, installation & set-up 1pm

Learn how to install solar successfully on your own

Monument Solar Running your ACs on solar 2pm

Learn what type of solar setup is needed to run your entire RV on solar. How awesome would it be to run both of your ACs and 
charge your battery at the same time? What about powering a residential fridge on solar? A microwave? We also share tips and 
tricks for living full-time on the road with solar as our only source of power. 

CM Wireless & Electronics DISH TV outdoors 3pm

DISH TV for your RV, home, or business

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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Friday, January 26
Presenter Topic Time

Continuous Resources, LLC Solar and off-grid living 10am

Best practices for off-grid living with solar

Newpowa America, Inc RV solar FAQ 11am 

Learn how to properly maintain your RV’s solar setup form your solar panels all the way down to the batteries. 

InnoTechRV, LLC Tire pressure monitoring Noon 

Learn how tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS) actually work - the myths and the reality

MORryde International Towable RV suspension upgrades 1pm

Learn the ins and outs of your Fifth Wheel or Travel Trailer's suspension system and how to improve both its performance and 
durability.

CM Wireless & Electronics DISH TV outdoors 2pm

DISH TV for your RV, home, or business

Battle Born Batteries Advantages of lithium power systems 3pm

Have you considered making the switch to lithium? Battle Born Batteries offers a full line of industry-leading lithium-ion deep-cycle 
batteries. Reliable, safe and long-lasting drop-in replacement for traditional RV batteries. Learn about Battle Born’s line of LiFeP04 
batteries and components at BattleBornBatteries.com

Eco-Dynamic Tech Innovation in the RV lifestyle 4pm

An introduction to the world’s advanced motorized solar awning system and dealership plan sharing.

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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Wednesday, January 24
Presenter Topic Time

RV Life RV trip planning 10am 

Efficient RV Trip Planning using planning tools and an RV-safe navigation app.

Hughes Autoformers RV power protection - surges, spikes & more 11am

Brief introduction to Hughes Autoformers as a company and an explanation and demonstration of our award winning, patented 
power protection products for RVs. 

Blue Ox Towing doesn’t have to be a drag Noon

All information on flat towing, weight distribution 5th wheels & brake

MORryde International Towable RV suspension upgrades 1pm

Learn the ins and outs of your Fifth Wheel or Travel Trailer's suspension system and how to improve both its performance and 
durability.

Almost Heaven Microfiber Detailing your RV in one hour 2pm

If cleaning your RV is a task you hate, and the bugs and grime are driving you crazy, don’t miss this seminar! Christopher Lawrence 
offers techniques and tips from cleaning professionals. Get that showroom shine with little effort. Learn how to easily wash and 
wax your RV while staying in an RV resort. He offers tricks on tackling mold, bird droppings, tree sap, and those nasty bugs. 

Continuous Resources, LLC Solar and off-grid living 3pm

Best practices for off-grid living with solar

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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Thursday, January 25
Presenter Topic Time

The Journey Church Online Faith on wheels: Navigating ministry as a Christian RVer 10am

As a Christian on the road, you may wonder how to make your journey more meaningful. Join this workshop to explore The 
Journey Church Online, a ministry designed for RV travelers like you. Learn how to plug in for support, resources, and a supportive 
community while discovering ways to serve others and share your faith during your travels.

Fantasy RV Tours Alaska guided RV tours 11am

RVing to Alaska on your own is no easy feat! Learn the benefits of traveling on an expertly guided tour – from peace of mind 
knowing you’re traveling with professionals all without having to plan a thing! Highlights include boat and train excursions, fishing, 
glaciers, historical sites, wildlife and loads of fun with other RVers.

Harvest Hosts Unique overnights with Harvest Hosts Noon

What is Harvest Hosts and why is it the perfect tool for every RVer? The Harvest Hosts team will be available to answer all of your 
questions and hear your best stories!

Adventure Solar DIY RV solar kits, installation & set-up 1pm

Learn how to install solar successfully on your own

Monument Solar Running your ACs on solar 2pm

Learn what type of solar setup is needed to run your entire RV on solar. How awesome would it be to run both of your ACs and 
charge your battery at the same time? What about powering a residential fridge on solar? A microwave? We also share tips and 
tricks for living full-time on the road with solar as our only source of power. 

CM Wireless & Electronics DISH TV outdoors 3pm

DISH TV for your RV, home, or business

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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Friday, January 26
Presenter Topic Time

Continuous Resources, LLC Solar and off-grid living 10am

Best practices for off-grid living with solar

Newpowa America, Inc RV solar FAQ 11am 

Learn how to properly maintain your RV’s solar setup form your solar panels all the way down to the batteries. 

InnoTechRV, LLC Tire pressure monitoring Noon 

Learn how tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS) actually work - the myths and the reality

MORryde International Towable RV suspension upgrades 1pm

Learn the ins and outs of your Fifth Wheel or Travel Trailer's suspension system and how to improve both its performance and 
durability.

CM Wireless & Electronics DISH TV outdoors 2pm

DISH TV for your RV, home, or business

Battle Born Batteries Advantages of lithium power systems 3pm

Have you considered making the switch to lithium? Battle Born Batteries offers a full line of industry-leading lithium-ion deep-cycle 
batteries. Reliable, safe and long-lasting drop-in replacement for traditional RV batteries. Learn about Battle Born’s line of LiFeP04 
batteries and components at BattleBornBatteries.com

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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Saturday, January 27
Presenter Topic Time

Monument Solar Running your ACs on solar 10am 

Learn what type of solar setup is needed to run your entire RV on solar. How awesome would it be to run both of your ACs and 
charge your battery at the same time? What about powering a residential fridge on solar? A microwave? We also share tips and 
tricks for living full-time on the road with solar as our only source of power. 

Fantasy RV Tours Alaska guided RV tours 11am

RVing to Alaska on your own is no easy feat! Learn the benefits of traveling on an expertly guided tour – from peace of mind 
knowing you’re traveling with professionals all without having to plan a thing! Highlights include boat and train excursions, 
fishing, glaciers, historical sites, wildlife and loads of fun with other RVers.

Bob Moses Ceramic Coating Ceramic coating your RV Noon

The benefits of ceramic coating an RV - what is ceramic coating and how can it protect your RV?

Happy Crapper RV Sanitation system maintenance 1pm

Make your RV crapper happy with Happy Crapper RV - Do you have your holding tanks on a regular maintenance schedule? If not, 
you should. Sanitize before you winterize.

Thousand Trails Thousand Trails: Travel Talk 2pm

TT travel talk: Road trips around America with a Thousand Trails membership

The Journey Church Online Faith on wheels: Navigating ministry as a Christian 
RVer

3pm

As a Christian on the road, you may wonder how to make your journey more meaningful. Join this workshop to explore The 
Journey Church Online, a ministry designed for RV travelers like you. Learn how to plug in for support, resources, and a 
supportive community while discovering ways to serve others and share your faith during your travels.

Free workshops & seminars will be held in the Seminar Tent on the Midway
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